KS1 ART
SCHEME OF WORK

EYFS

Unit A
The colour monster

Unit C

Unit E

Animal patterns

Art of Africa

Using a variety of objects to print to
create a
pattern (body parts, fruit, blocks)

Introduction into Africa exploring
colours, shapes and
patterns

Rowanne Anderson

Exploring Maasai Jewellery

Unit D

Unit F

Collage

Self portrait

Introduction
into colours: Primary and Secondary.
Exploring
how to add texture

Unit B
Earth art
Creating different artwork using nature.
Exploring creating sculptures and
weaving different
materials

Creating a mask from different
materials – create
college
THE
GALLERY
Mary
jo bowers
George
Braque
36 Manor
St.
Manchester, NH 03102

RSVP MEGAN
+9283 884 3842
megansanchez@email.com

Observational drawing with a pencil
which then progresses
on to clay work
Exploring different mark making
techniques
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Unit A

The colour monster
Introduction
into colours: Primary and Secondary.
And investigating these through
different
medias.
Exploring
how to add texture

Unit B

Unit C

Unit E

Sparks and flames

Art of Africa
Introduction into Africa exploring
colours, shapes and
patterns

Art project themed
around The Great Fire of London.
Using a variety of
materials to create fiery art
Exploring 3-D art
Exploring the work of
Rita Greer

Unit D

Unit F

Andy Goldsworthy
Exploring Andy
Goldworthy and his artwork.

Earth art
Creating different artwork using nature
and how to use
these materials effectively.

Exploring different
patterns and textures and how to
THE
GALLERY
use other materials

Self portrait

36 Manor St.
Manchester, NH 03102

Observational drawing with a pencil
which then
progresses on to clay work

RSVP MEGAN

Exploring different mark making
techniques

Exploring Maasai Jewellery

+9283 884 3842
megansanchez@email.com

Exploring creating sculptures and
weaving different
materials
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Unit A

The colour monster
Introduction
into colours: Primary and Secondary.
And investigating these through
different
medias.
Exploring
how to add texture
Explore how colours can portray
emotions

Unit B
self portrait
Observational drawing with a pencil
which then
progresses on to clay work
Exploring different mark making
techniques

Unit C
Sparks and flames

Unit E
Andy Goldsworthy
Exploring Andy
Goldworthy and his artwork.

Art project themed
around The Great Fire of London.
Using a variety of
materials to create fiery art
Exploring 3-D art
Exploring the work of
Rita Greer

Exploring different
patterns and textures and how to use
other materials

Unit D

Unit F

Earth art

Aboriginal art

Creating different artwork using
nature and how to use
these materials effectively.

Introduction into Aboriginal Art,
exploring different techniques and
styles including dot painting and Cross
hatching

THE GALLERY

Exploring creating sculptures and
36 Manor St.
weaving
different
Manchester, NH 03102
materials

+9283 884 3842
megansanchez@email.com
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Unit A

Self portrait
Observational drawing with a pencil
which then
progresses on to clay work
Exploring different mark making
techniques
Explore how colours can portray
emotions

Unit B
The place around me
Exploring
the environment around them and
how art can improve an area.
Exploring
colours, textures and techniques
through 2D and 3D. Leading to create
their own
sculpture

Unit C
Seurat and pointillism
Exploring theories of colour mixing
and
complementary colours. Leading to
testing out these theories.
Improving art
techniques including drawing and
using a range of materials (paint,
watercolours, pencils)

Unit D
20th century art
Exploring the
work of Sonia Delaunay and how
she developed her own distinctive
style of art.
Improving art
techniques including drawing and
using a range of materials (paint,
watercolours, pencils)

Unit E
Plant art

Exploring a variety of plant-themed artworks
created
by famous artists and encouraged to express
their opinions of them
Investigating how to mix different tints,
shades and
tones of colour and create the illusion of
depth within a picture.

Unit F

Pop art
Exploring the
work of Andy Warhol, Campbells
soup and his portraits of celebrities
Improving art
techniques including drawing and
using a range of materials (paint,
watercolours, pencils)
Observational
drawing with pencil which progresses
onto paint
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Unit A
Self portrait

Observational drawing with a pencil which then
progresses on to clay work
Exploring different mark making techniques
Explore how colours can portray emotions

Unit C
Seurat and Pointillism
Exploring theories of colour mixing
and
complementary colours. Leading to
testing out these theories.
Improving art
techniques including drawing and
using a range of materials (paint,
watercolours, pencils)

Unit D
Unit B
Carnivals
Exploring
different carnivals across different periods and
cultures and looking into how
their colours, materials and designs communicate
meaning.
Investigating
relevant artists and techniques they used.
Discovering the differences between
artists and explore how each artist expresses
themself

20th century art
Exploring the
work of Sonia Delaunay and how
she developed her own distinctive
style of art.
Improving mastery
of art and design techniques
including drawing and painting with
a range of materials
(pencil, charcoal, paint, pastels and
water colours)

Unit E
Pop art
Exploring the
work of Andy Warhol, Campbells soup and his portraits
of celebrities
Improving art
techniques including drawing and using a range of
materials ((pencil, charcoal,
paint, pastels and water colours)
Observational
drawing with pencil which progresses onto paint

Unit F
Plastic challenge

Exploring
plastic pollution and how it effects sea life
Expand
and analyse techniques developed last term and
introduce new materials to
display around schools (Create an under-water
theme display using plastic)
Exploring
colours, textures and techniques through 2D and
3D
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Unit A
Self portrait

Observational drawing with a pencil which then
progresses on to clay work
Exploring different mark making techniques
Explore how colours can portray emotions

Unit B
WW1

Exploring work of artists officially commissioned to
record the war – Paul Nash. Exploring how art
was used as a propaganda tool in
the forms of posters.
Children will create their own poppy-theme
commemorative artwork based on the poem ‘In
Flanders Fields’
Understand how artists express themselves
through
their work by showcasing emotional pieces.
Discover how to capture our emotions
through drawing.

Unit C

Unit E

Digital art

Carnivals

Exploring
the work of David Hockney and how he used
modern day technology to create his
artwork.
Observational
drawing with pencil which progresses onto
paint then onto digital media.
Expand and analyse techniques developed
and introduce
new materials

Unit D
Art illusions
Exploring tips and tricks of art illusions.
Discovering how artists play with perspective,
line and colour to create
illusions.
Exploring trompe l’oeil and optical art.
Children to understand why art is important
and to explore their own
imagination

Exploring
different carnivals across different periods and
cultures and looking into how
their colours, materials and designs communicate
meaning.
Improving
mastery art and design techniques, including
drawing, painting and sculpting
with a range of materials.
Investigating
relevant artists and techniques they used.
Discovering the differences between
artists and explore how each artist expresses
themself

Unit F
20th century art
Exploring the
work of Sonia Delaunay and how she developed
her own distinctive style of art.
Improving art
techniques including drawing and using a range of
materials (paint,
watercolours, pencils)
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Unit A
Self portrait

Observational drawing with a pencil which then
progresses on to clay work
Exploring different mark making techniques
Explore how colours can portray emotions

Unit B
Plastic challenge
Exploring
plastic pollution and how it effects sea life
Expand
and analyse techniques developed last term and
introduce new materials to
display around schools (Create an under-water
theme display using plastic)
Observational
drawing with pencil, which processes on to 3D.

Unit C

Unit E

Art illusions

Digital art

Exploring tips and tricks of art illusions.
Discovering how artists play with perspective,
line and colour to create
illusions.
Exploring trompe l’oeil and optical art.
Children to understand why art is important and
to explore their own imagination.
Class discussions on different artwork, children
can
share their own ideas which leads to a
discussion on how art can be portrayed

Unit D
20th Century art
Exploring the
work of Sonia Delaunay and how she
developed her own distinctive style of art.
Improving art
techniques including drawing and using a range
of materials (paint,
watercolours, pencils)

Exploring
the work of David Hockney and how he used
modern day technology to create his
artwork.
Observational drawing with pencil which
progresses onto paint then onto digital media.
Expand andanalyse techniques developed and
introduce new materials

Unit F
Impressionalists

Exploring work by Monet and the impressionists,
exploring the impressionist’s movements.
Creating landscapes inspired by Monet.
Improve mastery art and design
techniques,including drawing, painting
with a range of materials. Understand how artists
express themselves through their work by
showcasing emotional pieces. Discover how to
capture our emotions through drawing.

